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How many varieties of cylindric algebras

Andréka, H. and Németi, I.

Abstract

Cylindric algebras, or concept algebras in another name, form an
interface between algebra, geometry and logic; they were invented by
Alfred Tarski around 1947. We prove that there are 2α many varieties
of geometric (i.e., representable) α-dimensional cylindric algebras, this
means that 2α properties of definable relations of (possibly infinitary)
models of first order logic theories can be expressed by formula schemes
using α variables, where α is infinite. This solves Problem 4.2 in the
1985 Henkin-Monk-Tarski monograph [19], the problem is restated in
[34, 4]. For solving this problem, we had to devise a new kind of
construction, which we then use to solve Problem 2.13 of the 1971
Henkin-Monk-Tarski monograph [18] which concerns the structural
description of geometric cylindric algebras. There are fewer varieties
generated by locally finite dimensional cylindric algebras, and we get a
characterization of these among all the 2α varieties. As a by-product,
we get a simple, natural recursive enumeration of all the equations
true of geometric cylindric algebras, and this can serve as a solution
to Problem 4.1 of the 1985 Henkin-Monk-Tarski monograph. All this
has logical content and implications concerning ordinary first order
logic with a countable number of variables.

1 Introduction

Cylindric algebras (or concept algebras in another name) are an algebraic
form of first order logic, analogous to Boolean algebras which are an alge-
braic form of propositional logic. Cylindric algebras were created by Alfred
Tarski around 1947, they are Boolean algebras endowed with complemented
closure operators—one for each quantifier ∃vi—and constants vi = vj for
representing equality. Set cylindric algebras analogous to set Boolean alge-
bras are called representable cylindric algebras, these latter are equationally
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definable (i.e., form a variety), this was proved by Tarski in 1952. However,
unlike the propositional case, not all cylindric algebras are representable, and
this cannot be repaired easily since J. Donald Monk proved in 1969 that the
representable algebras are not finite schema axiomatizable. This gap between
“abstract” and representable cylindric algebras is in the center of algebraic
logic studies, it is a source of insights and problems.

A set cylindric algebra is the algebra of all definable relations of a model.
Representable cylindric algebras are the same, just for classes of models, i.e.,
for theories, in place of single models. We often call them concept algebras,
since they are natural algebras of concepts of a theory. (The name “cylin-
dric algebras” on the other hand refers to the geometrical meaning of these
algebras.) Properties of a model, or of a theory, can be read off its concept
algebra. E.g., it can be expressed by an equation whether dense linear order
can be defined in the model. Equations of concept algebras talk about prop-
erties of all definable relations in a model, as opposed to talking about the
primitive relations only. An equation in the algebraic language corresponds
to a formula schema of first order logic where the formula variables range
over formulas with free variables of the language, this way they “talk about”
definable relations of models. In this context, the problem asking about the
number of varieties of representable cylindric algebras asks how many prop-
erties of definable relations we can express by first order logic schemata. In
this connection, the present work is not unrelated to Shelah’s classification
theory. (For some connections, see [40, 7].)

Let α denote the number of variables we have in the first order language
the algebraic versions of which we investigate. In this paper we deal with
infinite α only, let RCAα denote the class of representable cylindric algebras
of this language. Then we have α many closure operations called cylindri-
fications, and α × α many constants called diagonal constants apart from
the Boolean operations, so our equational language has size α which means
that there are at most 2α many different equational theories in the algebraic
language. It was known that RCAα has at least continuum many subvarieties
([19, Thm.4.1.24]) and [19, Problem 4.2] asks whether there are 2α many for
uncountable α. There are theorems pointing to the answer being continuum
(i.e., 2ω, where ω is the least infinite ordinal) and there are theorems pointing
to the answer being 2α. For example, it is proved in [34] that in concept al-
gebras of finite models we can only express the size of models nothing else, in
the algebraic language the theorem says that the concept algebras of models
of size n generate a variety which is an atom of the lattice of varieties of
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RCAα. On the other hand, we can say lots of things about definable relations
in infinite models. E.g., the equational theory of the concept algebra of a
single infinite model in which we have no primitive relations (i.e., in which all
the definable relations are the ones we can define by using the equality only)
is not recursively enumerable, see [34, Thm.1(i)]. We prove in this paper
that there are 2α many subvarieties of RCAα, but we also show that this is
only part of the answer since there is a large subclass of the distinguished
representable cylindric algebras which has only continuum many subvarieties.

From the logical point of view, at first, the subject of the above discussed
problem might look “esoteric”, since it concerns the difference between using
countably or uncountably infinite number of variables in the logical languages
having only finite formulas. However, our solution has impact on the count-
able case, too. We mentioned already that the gap between abstract and
representable cylindric algebras is a source of insights and problems. One of
the insights has been that this gap is concerned with the number of “free”
extra variables vi we have for a formula or proof in the logical language.
The crucial thing is not that each first order formula uses only finitely many
variables, but instead that for each finite set of formulas there is always
at least one variable that they do not use. Let us call a cylindric algebra
dimension-complemented if to each finite subset there is a cylindrification all
elements of this finite subset are fixed-points of; one can prove then that all
dimension-complemented cylindric algebras are representable. The strongest
and most beautiful form of this insight is Leon Henkin’s theorem saying that
an abstract cylindric algebra is representable if and only if it can be embed-
ded to one having infinitely many more cylindric operations so that each of
the elements of the original algebra are fixed-points of all the new opera-
tions. Efforts were made to find structural properties of abstract cylindric
algebras, similar to being dimension-complemented mentioned above, which
refer to only the original cylindric algebra without comparing it to others.
Theorem 2.6.50 in [18] summarizes how far they got in this respect, and
[18, Problem 2.13] asks if their last description (which we call here endo-
dimension-complemented) captures being representable or not.

Our full answer to [19, Problem 4.2] shows that when proving that there
are many varieties of RCAα, we had to use unusual features of representable
cylindric algebras, we had to devise a new kind of construction. This con-
tributes to understanding the structural properties of representable cylindric
algebras. Namely, our construction shows that “endo-dimension-complemented”
is not the final answer in [18, Thm.2.6.50], since our new constructions are
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representable yet not endo-dimension-complemented, solving Problem 2.13 in
the negative. However, here, too, something positive can be added as a result
of this solution. A new property extending “endo-dimension-complemented”
toward representability emerges by an analysis of our construction. We call
an abstract cylindric algebra inductive iff from the fact that an equation
holds for all elements which are fixed-points of a given cylindric operation,
we can infer that this equation holds for the whole algebra, provided that
the given cylindrification does not occur in the equation. In a way, this
property also talks about extra free variables. We prove that each endo-
dimension-complemented algebra is inductive and each inductive algebra
is representable, but none of the reverse implications holds. This way we
get a new representability theorem extending the chain of classes in [18,
Thm.2.6.50], and we get a new insight about representable algebras.

A cylindric algebra is called locally finite dimensional if each of its ele-
ments is the fixed-point of all but finitely many cylindrifications, Lfα denotes
their class. These algebras correspond to theories of first order logic in which
all primitive relations have finite rank. The rest of the representable algebras
correspond to theories of first order logic when the primitive relations may
have arbitrary ranks, let us call this logic infinitary first order logic to distin-
guish it from the former which we call finitary or ordinary (following [19]).
It was known that the infinitary and finitary first order logics have the same
valid formulas, in algebraic form this theorem says that Lfα generates the
variety RCAα. However, it was not known whether the two logics have the
same theories, i.e., whether all subvarieties of RCAα are generated as varieties
by their locally finite-dimensional members. In this paper we give a negative
answer to this: there are subvarieties of RCAα not generated by their locally
finite-dimensional members, even in the α = ω case, so the theories of fini-
tary and infinitary first order logics are different. The notion of inductivity
is the key notion to finding this answer. The property of a cylindric algebra
being inductive can easily be converted to a new logical rule, which we call
inductive rule. We prove that this rule is admissible for ordinary first order
logic but it is not admissible for infinitary first order logic. In particular, we
prove that a theory is one of ordinary first order logic iff it is closed under
the inductive rule.

The above theorem readily yields a simple, natural recursive enumeration
for all equations valid in RCAα. This gives a possible solution to [19, Problem
4.1], this problem is restated in numerous other places, e.g., in [4, Problem
19, p.735], or in logical form as [34, Problem 2.9].
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The structure of the paper is the following. In the rest of the introduction
we recall the definitions, notation, necessary background needed in the paper.
Section 2 contains the proof that there are 2α varieties of RCAα, section 3
contains the proof of an analogous statement for abstract cylindric algebras.
Section 4 concerns with subclasses where there are only continuum many vari-
eties and with the results we can get from the proof contained in section 2. We
introduce the notions of symmetric, endo-dimension-complemented (endo-dc
in short), and inductive algebras. Section 4.1 investigates the relationship be-
tween symmetric and endo-dc algebras leading to the solution of [18, Problem
2.13]. Section 4.2 reveals connections with the polyadic substitution opera-
tions. Section 4.3 concerns inductive algebras. It places this notion between
endo-dc and symmetric and shows representability of inductive algebras by
proving that they are exactly the algebras equationally indistinguishable from
a member of Lfα. As a corollary we get a ∆2-formula separating Lfα and
RCAα. Section 4.4 contains a simple recursive enumeration of the equational
theory of RCAα and the characterization of varieties generated by subclasses
of Lfα. Finally, section 4.5 contains a proof that locally finite dimensional set
algebras with infinite bases have indeed continuum many subvarieties.

1.1 Background

Where not specified otherwise, we use the notation of [18, 19], but we try to
be self-contained.

Let α be any set. An algebra 〈A,+,−, ci, dij : i, j ∈ α〉 is a cylindric
algebra of dimension α if 〈A,+,−〉 is a Boolean algebra and for all dis-
tinct i, j, k ∈ α the following hold. The operations ci are unary, they are
commuting complemented closure operators, i.e., for all x, y ∈ A we have
cicjx = cjcix, x ≤ cix = cicix, ci(x+ y) = cix+ ciy, ci− cix = −cix. The op-
erations dij are nullary, i.e., they are constants and they satisfy the following
equations: dii = 1, dij = dji, cj(dij ·djk) = dik, cidij = 1, dij ·ci(dij ·x) = dij ·x.
In the above, · is the Boolean intersection defined from +,− the usual way.
The extra-Boolean operations ci and dij are called cyindrifications and diag-
onal constants, respectively. The schemata of equations (C0) − (C7) in [18,
p.161] express the above. CAα denotes the class of all cylindric algebras.

The cylindric set algebras of dimension α are Boolean set algebras of
α-dimensional spaces, where the extra-Boolean operations have natural ge-
ometric interpretations. Let U be any set, the points of the α-dimensional
space αU over U are the U -termed α-sequences, i.e., the set of all functions
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from α to U . We use the terms sequence and function to mean the same
thing. If s is any sequence, then Dom(s),Rg(s) denote its domain and range,
si denotes s(i), and s(i/u) denotes the sequence we get from s by changing
its value at i to be u if i ∈ Dom(s) (and s(i/u) denotes s if i /∈ Dom(s)). For
V ⊆ αU the full cylindric set algebra with unit V is

〈P(V ),∪,−, CV
i , D

V
ij : i, j ∈ α〉 where P(V ) is the powerset of V and

CV
i X := {s(i/u) ∈ V : s ∈ X, u ∈ U}, DV

ij := {s ∈ V : si = sj}.

Algebras isomorphic to subalgebras of full cylindric set algebras with units as
disjoint unions of α-dimensional spaces are called geometric, or representable,
RCAα denotes their class. (For technical reasons, when α is a one-element
set, RCAα is defined as the class of subdirect products of these.) Cylindric
set algebras with units of form αU are called simply cylindric set algebras, U
is called their base set, and their class is denoted as Csα.

Geometric cylindric algebras have natural logical meaning, too. Let us
have a first order equality language L with variables as α (or vi with i ∈ α),
and with the logical connectives ∨,¬, ∃vi, vi = vj for i ∈ α, and let M be
a relational structure with universe U and with at most α-place primitive
relations. The points of the α-dimensional space over U are also evaluations

of variables. For any formula ϕ in this language let ϕM denote the set of

evaluations of variables under which ϕ is true in M. Then (ϕ ∨ ψ)M =

ϕM ∪ ψM, (¬ϕ)M = αU − ϕM, (∃viϕ
M) = Ciϕ

M and (vi = vj)
M = Dij

(with V = αU). Thus

CaM := {ϕM : ϕ ∈ L}

is a subuniverse of the full cylindric set algebra with unit αU . We call the
subalgebra with this universe the concept algebra of M, its universe is the
set of all definable relations over M. Concept algebras for theories can be
defined analogously, the unit of such a concept algebra is a disjoint union of
sets of form αU , so it is in RCAα. Two theories are definitionally equivalent iff
their concept algebras are isomorphic, and homomorphisms from one concept
algebra to another correspond exactly to the interpretations between the two
theories. Thus, the category RCAα with homomorphisms corresponds to the
category of all theories and interpretations between them (see [19, sec.4.3]).
This feature of concept algebras comes handy in applications of logic, e.g.,
in physics. For this kind of applications see, e.g., [5, 8, 26, 27, 28, 46].
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Equations holding for concept algebras have several logical interpreta-
tions, see e.g., [19, sec.4.3]. The most direct of these is where we interpret the
algebraic variables occurring in the equation as schemes for formulas in the
corresponding logical form. This way we get the logic of formula schemata,
for definitions see e.g., [34], [36, sec.3.7]. This schema logic talks directly
about the definable relations in a model. Alternatively, we can interpret the
algebraic variables as primitive α-place relation symbols (full restricted first
order logic in [19]), or as primitive relation symbols of unspecified but finite
arity (type-free logic in [19]). Via these logical interpretations, results about
varieties of RCAα imply corresponding results about these logics. We deal
with the algebraic aspects in this paper, the logical consequences are dealt
with in a separate paper.

A class of algebras that can be axiomatized/defined by a set of equations is
called a variety. Let K be a class of algebras of the same similarity class. Then
Eq(K) denotes the set of all equations (using a countable set of prespecified
algebraic variables) valid in all algebras in K, and K is a variety iff K consists
of all algebras in which Eq(K) is true. The variety generated by K is the least
variety containing K, this is the class of all algebras in which Eq(K) holds.
Varieties are one of the main subjects of universal algebra, Birkhoff’s theorem
says, e.g., that all members of the variety generated by K can be obtained
from members of K as homomorphic images of subalgebras of products of
members of K. The class of algebras isomorphic to members of K is denoted
by IK, the class of subalgebras of members of K is denoted by SK.

The following are the main facts, in connection with the present paper,
known about varieties of cylindric algebras, these are contained in [18, 19,
20] if not specified otherwise. RCAα ⊆ CAα is a variety, it is not finitely
axiomatizable iff |α| > 2, where if α is any set, |α| denotes its cardinality.
J. D. Monk [30, 31] characterized the lattice of all subvarieties of RCAα for
|α| = 1, and a similar characterization for |α| = 2 is contained in [9]. Let α
be infinite. Some of the distinguished subvarieties of RCAα are I∞Csα and

nRCAα for finite n. I∞Csα is the class of all algebras isomorphic to a cylindric
set algebra with unit of form αU for infinite U , and nRCAα is the class of all
algebras isomorphic to cylindric set algebras with unit as disjoint union of
sets of form αU where |U | = n. It is proved in [34] that nRCAα are atoms in
the lattice of subvarieties of RCAα, but I∞Csα is not an atom. The structure
of subvarieties is interesting and is investigated for other kinds of algebras
related to logic as well, see e.g., [10, 11, 25, 16, 24, 3].

Monographs and books on these algebras and their logical applications
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include [17, 18, 12, 20, 19, 4, 29, 36, 23, 14, 32, 2, 15].

2 Number of subvarieties of RCAα

Let α be any infinite ordinal, throughout the rest of the paper. (We assume
that α is an ordinal, and not just any set, for convenience, this way α is
ordered by the elementhood relation.) It is proved in [19, 4.1.24] that there
are at least 2ω many subvarieties of RCAα. Since in the language of CAα

there are |α| many equations, there can be at most 2|α| many subvarieties of
any K ⊆ CAα. Problem 4.2 in [19] asks if there are 2|α| many subvarieties
of RCAα and of ICsα ⊆ RCAα, if α is uncountable. The problem is restated
in [4, Problem 41, p.738]. In this section, we prove that indeed there are
maximum number of subvarieties of RCAα as well as of I∞Csα ⊆ ICsα. Note
that both RCAα and I∞Csα are varieties but ICsα is not.

Theorem 2.1 (Solution of [19, Problem 4.2]) Let α be infinite. There are
2|α| many subvarieties of RCAα as well as of I∞Csα.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is contained in subsections 2.1-2.4. The idea of
the proof is the following. We exhibit a set of equations E of cardinality |α|
which is independent in the sense that no element of E follows from the rest
of the equations in E. All these equations will be variants of a single equation
e such that we rename the indices of the operations occurring in e. We will
show independence of E by constructing one algebra A ∈ I∞Csα in which
e fails but the rest of the equations in E hold. Then the algebras in which
we rename the operations ci and dij according to appropriate permutations
of α will show independence of the whole set E. This will show that all the
subvarieties of I∞Csα specified by the 2|α| many subsets of E are distinct.
We begin with constructing the “witness” algebra A, because it will give
intuition for writing up the “master” equation e.

2.1 Construction of the witness algebra A

Let 〈Vi : i ∈ α〉 be a system of sets such that

V0 = V1 = V2 is the set of rational numbers,
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and all the other Vi’s are pairwise disjoint two-element sets disjoint from V0,
too (i.e., Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ for 2 ≤ i < j < α). Let U be the union of these sets,
i.e.,

U :=
⋃

{Vi : i ∈ α},

let p be an α-sequence such that pi ∈ Vi for all i ∈ α and let V be the set of
U -termed α-sequences that deviate from p only at finitely many places, i.e.,

V := αU (p) = {s ∈ αU : |{i ∈ α : si 6= pi}| < ω}.

This V will be the unit of our algebra. Since V0 is the set of rational numbers,
we will use the usual operations and ordering < between rational numbers.
Our algebra is generated by a single element, namely by

g := {s ∈ V : s0 < s1 < s2 and si ∈ Vi for all i ∈ α and
s1 = (s0 + s2)/2 if |{si : si 6= pi, i > 2}| is even,
s1 6= (s0 + s2)/2 if |{si : si 6= pi, i > 2}| is odd }.

Let A denote the subalgebra of the full set algebra with unit V that is gen-
erated by g.

Sets of form αU (p) for some set U and p ∈ αU are called weak spaces and
algebras with unit a weak space are called weak set algebras, their class is
denoted by Wsα. It is proved in [19, 3.1.102] that Wsα ⊆ ICsα, thus our
above constructed algebra A is in I∞Csα since the fact that U is infinite is
reflected by an equation holding in A (see, [18, 2.4.61]). (We note that we
could have used for our witness algebra the subalgebra of the full cylindric
set algebra with unit αU generated by g, the proofs would be only slightly
more complicated.) The set U is called the base set of A.

2.2 Describing the elements of A

The idea behind the construction of the witness algebra A, defined in the
previous section, is that we put some information in g at the indices 0, 1, 2
which information cannot be transferred by the cylindric operations to higher
indices i, j, k ∈ α. Then we express lack of this information by an equation e.
If we succeed with realizing this idea, then e would fail in A at 0, 1, 2 while e
would be valid in A at higher indices. We now turn to elaborating this idea.

Let R ⊆ nU be an n-place relation on U , where n is any ordinal. We say
that X is a sensitive cut of R if ciX = ci(R − X) for all i < n. (Here, ci
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denotes cylindrification of the full Csn with base set U , i.e., ciX = {s(i/u) ∈
nU : s ∈ X}.) Thus, as soon as we apply a cylindrification to X , the
information on how X cuts R into two parts is lost. This technique is widely
applicable, cf., e.g., [1, 41, 42, 39]. We are going to show that our generator
g is a sensitive cut of

T := {s ∈ V : s0 < s1 < s2 and si ∈ Vi for all i ∈ α}.

Intuitively, the proof will be a kind of “flip-flop” play between the two inde-
pendent conditions s1 = (s0 + s2)/2 and |{si : si 6= pi, i > 2}| being even in
the definition of g. Indeed, let i ∈ α and s ∈ T . We show that s(i/u) ∈ g
while s(i/v) ∈ T − g for some u, v ∈ U . This will show that cig = ci(T − g).
By s ∈ T we have s0 < s1 < s2. Let Σ = |{si : si 6= pi, i > 2}|, u = (s0+ s2)/
2, and let v be such that v 6= u, s0 < v < s2. Assume first that i = 1.
Now, if Σ is even then s(1/u) ∈ g, s(1/v) ∈ T − g and if Σ is odd then
s(1/u) ∈ T − g, s(1/v) ∈ g. For i = 0 choose u = 2s1 − s2 and v < u, for
i = 2 choose u = 2s1 − s0 and v > u, for these choices the same is true as in
the case of i = 1. Assume i > 2 and let v be the element of Vi distinct from
si. Assume s1 = (s0 + s2)/2. Then s ∈ g, s(i/v) ∈ T − g if Σ is even, and
otherwise s ∈ T − g, s(i/v) ∈ g. Assume s1 6= (s0 + s2)/2. Then just the
other way round, namely s ∈ T − g, s(i/v) ∈ g if Σ is even, and otherwise
s ∈ g, s(i/v) ∈ T − g. We have shown that

(1) cig = ci(T − g) = ciT for all i ∈ α.

Next we show that this last property implies that the elements of A are those
that are generated by T and perhaps one of g, T − g added:

Lemma 2.1 Let B be the weak set algebra of dimension α with unit V and
generated by T . Then

A = {x+ h : x ∈ B and h ∈ {0, g, T − g}}.

Proof. Each element of the form x+h is generated by g, since T = c0g · c2g.
To finish the proof, we are going to show that A is closed under the cylindric
operations ci and dij as well as under the Boolean operations +,−. Let
i, j ∈ α. Now, A is closed under ci by (1) since ci(x+ h) = cix+ cih ∈ B by
x ∈ B and cih ∈ {0, ciT} ⊆ B. Also, dij ∈ A by dij ∈ B. The set A is closed
under Boolean addition + by its definition and by g + (T − g) = T ∈ B.

To see that A is closed under Boolean complementation, first we show
that T is an atom in B. We will use the following property of < later on,
too:
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(*) Assume that a1 < a2 < · · · < an and b1 < b2 < · · · < bn. There is
an automorphism π of 〈V0, <〉 mapping a1, . . . , an to b1, . . . , bn, respec-
tively. If a1 = b1 and an = bn then π can be chosen such that it is the
identity on elements smaller than a1 or bigger than an.

To prove (*), for a < b let [a, b] = {x ∈ V0 : a ≤ x ≤ b} denote the closed
interval between a and b. Let u, v ∈ V0 be such that u < a0, u < b0 and
v > an, v > bn and define a0 := b0 := u and an+1 := bn+1 := v. For k ≤ n
and x ∈ [ak, ak+1] let πk(x) := (x−ak) · (bk+1− bk)/(ak+1−ak)+ bk. Then πk
is an isomorphism between 〈[ak, ak+1], <〉 and 〈[bk, bk+1], <〉, thus their union
σ := π0 ∪ · · · ∪ πn is an automorphism of 〈[a0, an+1], <〉 taking a0, . . . , an+1

to b0, . . . , bn+1, respectively. We now can choose π to be the identity outside
[a0, an+1] and σ on the interval. This proves (*).

Returning to showing that T is an atom, let s, z ∈ T be arbitrary. Then
s0 < s1 < s2 and z0 < z1 < z2 and si, zi ∈ Vi for all i ∈ α by the definition
of T . Let π be a permutation of U which takes si to zi for all i ∈ α,
is a permutation of Vi for all i ∈ α, and is an automorphism of 〈V0, <〉.
By (*), there is such a π. Then clearly, π takes s to z in the sense that
z = π(s) := 〈π(sk) : k ∈ α〉 while leaving T as well as V fixed, i.e., T =
π(T ) := {π(q) : q ∈ T} and V = π(V ) := {π(q) : q ∈ V }. This implies that
π(x) = x for all x ∈ B (see, e.g., [19, 3.1.36]), so s ∈ x implies z ∈ x for all
x ∈ B. Since s, z ∈ T were chosen arbitrarily, this shows that T is an atom
in B. We are ready to show that A is closed under complementation. Let
x ∈ B and h ∈ {0, g, T − g}. If T is disjoint from x then V − (x + h) =
(V − x) + (T − h) ∈ A, and if T ≤ x then x = x + h and we are done with
proving Lemma 2.1. �

2.3 The set E of independent equations

The “master equation” e will express about an element that it is not similar
to our generator g. Namely, it will say about an element x that either it
is not a sensitive cut of its closure c0x · c2x (this is T in the case of g), or
else this closure is not like T in the sense that the first two coordinates of
c2x form a strict linear order <x and the ternary beginning of the closure is
{〈u, v, w〉 : u <x v <x w}. An equation can talk about finitely many indices
only, our equation will concern the first three indices 0, 1, 2.

We begin writing up the equation e. First we write up a term we will use
in checking that x is not a sensitive cut of its closure z := c0x · c2x (precise
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statements about the meanings of the terms below can be found in the proof
of Lemma 2.2 that is to be stated soon).

β(x) := c0x⊕ c0(z − x) + c1x⊕ c1(z − x) + c2x⊕ c2(z − x),

where ⊕ denotes Boolean symmetric difference, i.e., x⊕ y := (x · y) + (−x ·
−y). In writing up the rest of the terms, it will be convenient to use the
following notation. It concerns rearranging sequences in set algebras, see
(4)-(7) somewhat later.

sijx := ci(dij · x) for i 6= j,

s0112x := s01s
1
2x,

s0110x := 2s(0, 1)c2x = s20s
0
1s

1
2c2x,

s1201x := s21s
1
0x.

Next we write up the terms we use in expressing that it is not the case that
the binary relations at places 01 and 12 of x coincide:

γ(x) := c2x⊕ s1201c0x.

Finally, the terms for expressing that c2x is not a strict linear order:

ι(x) := c2x · d01 not irreflexive,

σ(x) := c2x · s
01
10c2x not antisymmetric,

τ(x) := c2x · s
01
12c2x− s12c2x not transitive,

λ(x) := c1c2x · c0c2x · −c2x · −s
01
10c2x not linear,

ø(x) := ι(x) + σ(x) + τ(x) + λ(x).

Let

(2) e(x) := x ≤ c(3)(β(x) + γ(x) + ø(x)),

where c(3)y := c0c1c2y.
We now turn to stating precisely what the equation e(x) expresses in a set-

algebra about an element x. We will use the following notation extensively.
Let U be a set, s ∈ αU , let n ∈ ω, let H ∈ nα be repetition-free, and
let q ∈ nU . Then s(H/q) denotes the sequence we get from s by changing
s(Hk) to qk, simultaneously, for all k < n. We will write finite sequences
〈i0, i1, ..., in〉 in the simplified form i0i1...in when this is not likely to lead to
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confusion. E.g., s(12/uv) = s(1/u)(2/v). Further, if x ⊆ αU , then x[s,H ]
denotes the n-place relation defined as

x[s,H ] := {q ∈ nU : s(H/q) ∈ x}.

For example, x[s, 01] = {uv : s(01/uv) ∈ x}, and x[s, 0] = {u : s(0/u) ∈ x}.

Lemma 2.2 Let C be any α-dimensional set algebra with unit a disjoint
union of weak spaces. Then the equation e as defined in (2) is true in C at
x ∈ C iff for all s ∈ x it is true that either x[s, 012] is not a sensitive cut
of Z := (c0x · c2x)[s, 012], or <x:= c2x[s, 01] is not a strict linear order on
W := c1c2x[s, 0], or else Z 6= {uvw ∈ 3W : u <x v <x w}.

Proof. Let z := c0x · c2x and s ∈ x.

(3) s /∈ c(3)β(x) iff x[s, 012] is a sensitive cut of z[s, 012].

Indeed,

s ∈ −c(3)(c0x⊕ c0(z − x)) iff

s(012/uvw) /∈ c0x⊕ c0(z − x) for all u, v, w iff

s(012/uvw) ∈ (c0x · c0(z − x) + (−c0x · −c0(z − x)) for all u, v, w iff

(c0x)[s, 012] = (c0(z − x))[s, 012] iff

c0(x[s, 012]) = c0(z[s, 012]− x[s, 012]).

In the last step we used (c0x)[s, 012] = c0(x[s, 012]) and (z − x)[s, 012] =
z[s, 012] − x[s, 012] which statements are easy to verify by using the defini-
tions. All the above hold also for c1 and c2 in place of c0, so we get (3).

For dealing with the rest of the terms, we make some preparations. We
will check the following: Assume i 6= j.

s ∈ sijx iff s(i/sj) ∈ x,(4)

s ∈ s1201x iff s(12/s0s1) ∈ x,(5)

s ∈ s0110c2x iff s(01/s1s0) ∈ c2x,(6)

s ∈ s0112x iff s(01/s1s2) ∈ x.(7)

Indeed, (4) is true because

s ∈ sijx = ci(dij · x) iff

s(i/u) ∈ dij · x for some u iff

u = sj and s(i/u) ∈ x for some u iff

s(i/sj) ∈ x.

13



(5) is true because

s ∈ s1201x = s21s
1
0x iff, by (4)

s(2/s1) ∈ s10x iff, by (4)

(s(2/s1))(1/s0) ∈ x iff

s(12/s0s1) ∈ x.

Checking (6):

s ∈ s0110c2x = s20s
0
1s

1
2c2x iff, by (4)

s(2/s0) ∈ s01s
1
2c2x iff, by (4)

(s(2/s0))(0/s1) ∈ s12c2x iff, by (4)

((s(2/s0))(0/s1))(1/s0) ∈ c2x iff

s(012/s1s0s0) ∈ c2x iff

s(01/s1s0) ∈ c2x.

Checking (7):

s ∈ s0112x = s01s
1
2x iff, by (4)

s(0/s1) ∈ s12x iff, by (4)

(s(0/s1))(1/s2) ∈ x iff

s(01/s1s2) ∈ x.

We are ready to continue with the terms occurring in e.

(8) s /∈ c(3)γ(x) iff c2x[s, 01] = c0x[s, 12].

Indeed,

s ∈ −c(3)γ(x) = −c(3)(c2x⊕ s1201c0x) iff

s(012/uvw) /∈ c2x⊕ s1201c0x for all u, v, w iff

s(012/uvw) ∈ (c2x · s
12
01c0x+ (−c2x · −s1201c0x) for all u, v, w iff

s(012/uvw) ∈ c2x iff s(012/uvw) ∈ s1201c0x for all u, v, w iff, by (5)

uv ∈ c2x[s, 01] iff s(012/wuv) ∈ c0x for all u, v, w iff

uv ∈ c2x[s, 01] iff uv ∈ c0x[s, 12], for all u, v iff

c2x[s, 01] = c0x[s, 12].
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By this, (8) has been proved. We note that c2x[s, 01] = c0x[s, 12] implies
that Rg(c2x[s, 01]) = Dom(c2x[s, 01]). Indeed,

u ∈ Rg(c2x[s, 01]) iff

vu ∈ c2x[s, 01] for some v iff

s(012/vuw) ∈ x for some v, w iff

s(012/vuw) ∈ c0x for some v, w iff

uw ∈ c0x[s, 12] for some w iff

u ∈ Dom(c0x[s, 12]) iff, by c0x[s, 12] = c2x[s, 01]

u ∈ Dom(c2x[s, 01]).

We say that a binary relation R is linear on W iff W is both the domain
and range of R and 〈u, v〉 ∈ R or 〈v, u〉 ∈ R for all u, v ∈ W . We have seen
that s ∈ −c(3)γ(x) implies that the domain of c2x[s, 01] coincides with its
range. Assume for (9) below that the domain and range of c2x[s, 01] coincide.
We can do this because we will use (9) only when s /∈ c(3)γ(x).

(9) s /∈ c(3)ø(x) iff c2x[s, 01] is a strict linear order on c1c2x[s, 0].

Indeed,

s ∈ −c(3)ι(x) = −c(3)(c2x · d01) iff

s(012/uvw) /∈ (c2x · d01) for all u, v, w iff

s(012/uvw) ∈ c2x implies u 6= v for all u, v, w iff

u 6= v for all uvw ∈ c2x[s, 012] iff

u 6= v for all uv ∈ c2x[s, 01] iff

c2x[s, 01] is irreflexive.

s ∈ −c(3)σ(x) = −c(3)(c2x · s
01
10c2x) iff

s(012/uvw) /∈ (c2x · s
01
10c2x) for all u, v, w iff

s(012/uvw) ∈ c2x implies s(012/uvw) /∈ s0110c2x iff, by (6)

uv ∈ c2x[s, 01] implies vu /∈ c2x[s, 01] iff

c2x[s, 01] is antisymmetric.
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s ∈ −c(3)τ(x) = −c(3)(c2x · s
01
12c2x− s12c2x) iff

s(012/uvw) /∈ (c2x · s
01
12c2x− s12c2x) for all u, v, w iff

s(012/uvw) ∈ c2x · s
01
12c2x implies s(012/uvw) ∈ s12c2x iff, by (7),(4)

uv, vw ∈ c2x[s, 01] implies uw ∈ c2x[s, 01] iff

c2x[s, 01] is transitive.

s ∈ −c(3)λ(x) = −c(3)(c1c2x · c0c2x · −c2x · −s0110c2x) iff

s(012/uvw) /∈ (c1c2x · c0c2x · −c2x · −s0110c2x) for all u, v, w iff

s(012/uvw) ∈ c1c2x · c0c2x ⇒ s(012/uvw) ∈ c2x+ s0110c2x iff, by (6)

u ∈ Dom(c2x[s, 01]), v ∈ Rg(c2x[s, 01]) ⇒ uv ∈ c2x[s, 01] or vu ∈ c2x[s, 01] iff

c2x[s, 01] is linear on its field if Dom(c2x[s, 01]) = Rg(c2x[s, 01]) .

By the above, (9) has been proved. Let x ∈ C. By (2), then C |= e(x)
iff for all s ∈ x we have s ∈ c(3)(β(x) + γ(x) + ø(x)). Now, s ∈ c(3)(β(x) +
γ(x) + ø(x)) iff s ∈ c(3)β(x) or s ∈ c(3)γ(x) or we have s ∈ c(3)ø(x) when
s /∈ c(3)γ(x). By (9), (8), (3), then s ∈ c(3)(β(x) + γ(x) + ø(x)) iff it is not
the case that <x= c2x[s, 01] is a strict linear order, Z = c0x · c2x[s, 012] =
{〈u, v, w〉 : u <x v <x w} and x[s, 012] is a sensitive cut of Z[s, 012]. �

2.4 Checking the equations in the witness algebra

Lemma 2.3 The equation e fails in A.

Proof. We show that e fails in A at g. Let s ∈ g be arbitrary such that
s agrees with p on all indices i > 2. There is such a sequence. Then,
<g= c2g[s, 01] = c2T [s, 01] = {〈u, v〉 : u, v ∈ V0, u < v} is a strict linear order
on c1c2g[s, 0] = c1c2T [s, 0] = V0. Also, Z = (c0g · c2g)[s, 012] = T [s, 012] =
{〈u, v, w〉 ∈ 3V0 : u < v < w}. Finally, g[s, 012] = {〈u, (u + v)/2, v〉 : u <
v, u, v ∈ V0} is a sensitive cut of Z. Then Lemma 2.2 implies that e fails in
A at g. �

Let i, j, k ∈ α−{0, 1, 2} be distinct and let eijk denote the equation we get
from e by replacing the indices 0, 1, 2 everywhere with i, j, k respectively. We
are going to show that eijk holds in A. Lemma 2.2 is true with systematically
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replacing the indices 0, 1, 2 by i, j, k. Thus, to show that eijk holds in A, we
have to show that x[s, ijk] is not a sensitive cut of a ternary relation built
up from a linear order <x in the way T is built up from <, for all x ∈ A
and s ∈ x. In proving this, we will use the following lemma, which says that
certain permutations of U leave the relations x[s, ijk], that determine the
validity of eijk, fixed. We agree on some terminology first.

Let π be a permutation of U , and let n be an ordinal. Then π(s) :=
〈π(si) : i < n〉 if s ∈ nU , and π(R) := {π(s) : s ∈ R} for R ⊆ nU . We say
that π leaves R fixed iff π(R) = R. In the present section we shall often use
a certain property of permutations of U , so we give it a temporary name.

Definition 2.1 We say that π is good iff it satisfies (i)-(iii) below.

(i) π leaves < fixed, i.e., u < v iff π(u) < π(v) for all u, v ∈ V0,

(ii) π leaves all the Vms fixed, i.e., π(Vm) = Vm for all m ∈ ω,

(iii) π is the identity on all but a finite number of Vms, i.e., {m ∈ α :
∀u ∈ Vm(π(u) = u)} is a co-finite subset of α.

Lemma 2.4 For any x ∈ A and s ∈ V there is a finite S ⊆ U such that any
good permutation of U which is identity on S leaves x[s, ijk] fixed.

Proof. Let x ∈ A. Then x = y + h for some y generated by T and for some
h ∈ {0, g, T − g}, by Lemma 2.1. Assume that y = ξ(T ) for a term ξ. Let
∆ ⊆ α be finite such that it contains all the indices occurring in ξ as well as
0, 1, 2. We show that for all s, s′

(10) s ∈ T ↔ s′ ∈ T, s ↾ ∆ = s′ ↾ ∆ imply s ∈ y ↔ s′ ∈ y.

We prove (10) by induction on elements z generated from T by the use of
indices from ∆. Clearly, (10) holds for T and dmn for m,n ∈ ∆. Assume
that (10) holds for z, z′. Then clearly it holds for −z and z · z′. Let m ∈ ∆
and assume that s, s′ satisfy the conditions. Now,

s ∈ cmz iff, by the definition of cm

s(m/u) ∈ z for some u iff, by the induction hyp., see details below

s′(m/u) ∈ z for the same u iff, by the definition of cm

s′ ∈ cmz.
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Above, in the step from the second to third line we used that s′(m/u) agrees
with s(m/u) on ∆ and s(m/u) ∈ T iff s′(m/u) ∈ T (by s ∈ T iff s′ ∈ T , the
definition of T , and 0, 1, 2 ∈ ∆). By this, (10) has been proved.

Let now s ∈ V and

S := {sm : m ∈ ∆} ∪ Vi ∪ Vj ∪ Vk.

Then S ⊆ U is finite. Let π be a good permutation of U which is the
identity on S, we want to show that π leaves x[s, ijk] fixed. Recall that
x = y + h where h ∈ {0, g, T − g}. Then x[s, ijk] = y[s, ijk] + h[s, ijk].
Thus π(x[s, ijk]) = π(y[s, ijk]) + π(h[s, ijk]), so it is enough to show that π
leaves both y[s, ijk] and h[s, ijk] fixed. We begin with the second. Indeed,
h[s, ijk] ⊆ Vi × Vj × Vk when h ∈ {0, g, T − g}, thus π(uvw) = uvw for all
uvw ∈ h[s, ijk] by Vi ∪ Vj ∪ Vk ⊆ S and π being the identity on S.

We turn to y[s, ijk]. First we note that π being good implies that π(V ) =
V by Def.2.1(iii), and then π(T ) = T by Def.2.1(i),(ii). Since y is generated
by T we then have (by, e.g., [19, 3.1.36])

(11) π(y) = y.

We want to show that

(12) uvw ∈ y[s, ijk] iff π(uvw) ∈ y[s, ijk].

Indeed,

uvw ∈ y[s, ijk] iff, by the definition of y[s, ijk]

s(ijk/uvw) ∈ y iff, by (11)

π(s(ijk/uvw)) ∈ y iff, by (10) and see below

s(ijk/π(uvw)) ∈ y iff, by the definition of y[s, ijk]

π(uvw) ∈ y[s, ijk].

In the argument from the third to fourth line we used that π(s(ijk/uvw)) and
s(ijk/π(uvw)) agree on i, j, k by their definitions, they agree on ∆−{i, j, k}
by π being the identity on S ⊇ {sm : m ∈ ∆}; further, one of them is in T
iff the other is:

π(s(ijk/uvw)) ∈ T iff, by π(T ) = T

s(ijk/uvw) ∈ T iff, by Def.2.1(ii)

s(ijk/π(uvw)) ∈ T.
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This proves (12), and Lemma 2.4 has been proved. �

Lemma 2.5 The equation eijk is valid in A when i, j, k ∈ α − {0, 1, 2} are
distinct.

Proof. For checking validity of eijk, we will use Lemma 2.2 (with 0, 1, 2
systematically replaced by i, j, k). Let x ∈ A, s ∈ x and R := x[s, ijk],
W := cjckx[s, i], Z := (cix · ckx)[s, ijk]. Assume that <x:= ckx[s, ij] is a
strict linear order on W and Z = {〈u, v, w〉 ∈ 3W : u <x v <x w}. We have
to show that R is not a sensitive cut of Z. Let S ⊆ U be such that

(13) π(R) = R for all good permutations π of U that are identity on S.

There is such an S by Lemma 2.4. We note that

(14) π(R) = R implies π(<x) =<x and π(W ) = W .

This is true because <x= c2R by their definitions: <x= ckx[s, ij] = {uv :
s(ij/uv) ∈ ckx} = c2{uvw : s(ijk/uvw) ∈ x} = c2R. Below, we will use (*)
from the proof of Lemma 2.1 several times.

We turn to showing that R is not a sensitive cut of Z. By s ∈ x we have
that sisj ∈ ckx[s, ij] so <x is nonzero. Since by our assumption <x is a strict
linear order on W , it does not have a maximal element (by W = Dom(<x) =
Rg(<x)), so W is infinite by W 6= ∅. Assume m ≥ 3 is such that S is disjoint
from Vm. We show that Vm is disjoint from W . Assume W ∩ Vm 6= ∅. Let π
be the permutation of U that interchanges the elements of Vm and it leaves
all the other elements of U fixed. (Recall that the Vm’s for m ≥ 3 have two
elements.) Then π is good and it is identity on S, so it leaves W as well as
<x fixed, by (13),(14). This implies that Vm ⊆W by Vm ∩W 6= ∅, so by <x

being linear on W , we have a <x b for some distinct a, b ∈ Vm. By π leaving
<x fixed, then we have b <x a (by π(a) = b, π(b) = a). This contradicts <x

being antisymmetric.
Thus W intersects only finitely many of the Vms. Then W ∩V0 is infinite

because all the Vms disjoint from V0 are finite. Let

K :=W ∩ V0 ∩ S and W ′ := (W ∩ V0)− S.

Thus K is finite and W ′ is infinite. Therefore, there are distinct u, v ∈ W ′

such that no element of K lies in between u, v according to <. (Indeed, let
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K = {k1, . . . , kn} with k1 < · · · < kn. Then there are at least two elements
of W ′ that lie in the same interval determined by the kms, and they will do.)
We may assume u < v. Since <x is linear onW and u, v ∈ W , we have either
u <x v or v <x u. We assume u <x v, the case v <x u will be completely
analogous, see (16). So assume

[u, v] ∩K = ∅, u < v, and u <x v

and we are going to show that for all w ∈ U we have

u <x w <x v iff u < w < v.(15)

Indeed, to prove (15), let first u < w < v be arbitrary, we want to show
u <x w <x v. Let u′ < u be such that there is no element of K between u′

and u, there is such an u′ because < is dense and K is finite. Then there is
no element of K between u′ and v. Take a π as in (*) for u′ < u < v and
u′ < w < v and extend it to U by being the identity on U − V0. Then this π
is identity on S and it is good. So it leaves <x fixed, by (13),(14). By u <x v
then we have w = π(u) <x π(v) = v. By a similar argument we get u <x w.
(Indeed, choose v′ > v such that there is no element of K between v and v′

and apply (*) with u < v < v′ and u < w < v′.) We have seen u <x w <x v.
To prove the other direction, assume that w ∈ U and it is not the case that
u < w < v. Thus either w < u < v or u < v < w. In either cases, there is
a good permutation π of U which is identity on S, leaves w fixed and takes
u to v, and there is also a good permutation π of U which is identity on S,
leaves w fixed and takes v to u. (Indeed, take u′ < u and v < v′ such that
no element of K ∪ {w} lies between u′ and v′, and then apply (*).) Hence
w <x u iff w <x v and u <x w iff v <x w. Hence, it is not the case that
u <x w <x v, as it was desired. The equation (15) has been proved.

Assume now the other case, i.e., that

[u, v] ∩K = ∅, u < v, and v <x u.

We are going to show that for all w ∈ U we have

v <x w <x u iff u < w < v.(16)

To prove (16), let first u < w < v be arbitrary, we want to show u <x w <x v.
Let u′ < u be such that there is no element of K between u′ and u. Take a
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π as in (*) for u′ < u < v and u′ < w < v and extend it to U by being the
identity on U − V0. Then this π is identity on S and it is good. So it leaves
<x fixed, by (13),(14). By v <x u then we have v = π(v) <x π(u) = w. We
get w <x u by choosing v′ > v such that there is no element of K between
v and v′ and applying (*) with u < v < v′ and u < w < v′. We have seen
v <x w <x u. The proof of the other direction is the same as in the proof for
(15). The equation (16) has been proved.

We are ready to prove that R is not a sensitive cut of Z. Assume that
Z ⊆ c1R, we will show that Z 6⊆ c1(Z − R). By (15),(16) and < being
dense we have that uwv ∈ Z for some w (and the u, v chosen as before), so
uw′v ∈ R for some w′ by Z ⊆ c1R. Let u < w′′ < v be arbitrary and take a
good permutation π of U that takes w′ to w′′ and leaves everything outside
the open interval (u, v) fixed. There is such a π by (*). This π leaves S fixed
since no element of S lies between u and v (according to <). Then it leaves R
fixed by (13). So uw′′v ∈ R by uw′v ∈ R and π(uv′v) = uv′′v. By (15),(16)
this means that R(uw′v) for all w′ such that uw′v ∈ Z. Hence uwv ∈ Z is
such that uwv /∈ c1(Z − R), and we are done with proving Lemma 2.5. �

We now round up the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let I ⊆ α× α × α be such
that |I| = |α| and for all distinct ijk, lmn ∈ I we have {i, j, k}∩{l, m, n} = ∅,
|{i, j, k}| = 3 and 012 ∈ I. There is such an I since α is infinite. Let

E := {eijk : ijk ∈ I}.

Then |E| = |α|. For all ijk ∈ I let Aijk denote the algebra we get from
A by interchanging (renaming) the operations cm, dmn for m,n ∈ {0, 1, 2}
with those for m,n ∈ {i, j, k}, respectively. This algebra is denoted by
Rd

ρ
A where ρ is the permutation of α which interchanges i, j, k with 0, 1, 2

respectively, see [18, Def.2.6.1]. By Lemmas 2.3, 2.5 then we have

(17) Aijk 6|= eijk while Aijk |= eklm for all klm ∈ I, klm 6= ijk.

Also, Aijk ∈ IWsα by [19, 3.1.119] and, so Aijk ∈ I∞Csα by [19, 3.1.102] and
because the fact that A has an infinite base is reflected on its equational
theory. (We note that Aijk is isomorphic to the algebra we get from A by
replacing in its construction 0, 1, 2 with i, j, k systematically, and changing
nothing else. An isomorphism showing this takes x ∈ Aijk to {ρ(s) : s ∈ x}.)

For G ⊆ E define

VG := {B ∈ I∞Csα : B |= G}.
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Then VG is a subvariety of I∞Csα. Assume G,H ⊆ E are distinct. Then
there is ijk ∈ I distinguishing them, we may assume ijk ∈ G and ijk /∈ H .
By (17) we have that Aijk /∈ VG but Aijk ∈ VH , so VG 6= VH . Therefore,
there are 2|α| distinct subvarieties of I∞Csα. The same is true for RCAα by
I∞Csα ⊆ RCAα. Theorem 2.1 has been proved.

We close this section with discussing some properties necessary for our
construction A to work.

Remark 2.1 (i) It is necessary that the base of A (i.e., the set U) be at
least of cardinality |α|. This is true because algebras of smaller base are
diagonal (roughly: each of their elements intersects many diagonal elements,
for precise definition see [18, p.416]), and we will prove that all diagonal
algebras are symmetric, see Theorem 4.1. Clearly, A has to be non-symmetric
to play its role in the proof.

(ii) In the equation e it was necessary to code a property that can occur on
an infinite set only, this is the role of using the ordering on rational numbers
V0 = V1 = V2 in the definition of the generator element g. In more detail:
an equation e(x) using indices from {i, j, k} can talk in a set algebra about
the ternary relation x[s, ijk] only. However, all ternary relations on a finite
set occur as x[s, ijk] in a set algebra when the base set is infinite. (This is
the main idea used in [34].) Since we want e012(x) to hold and eijk(x) to fail
in our witness algebra, e(x) has to code a property of x[s, ijk] which can be
realized only on infinite sets.

(iii) The equation e fails in A at g, but e is true in A for all elements
that are closed to at least one cylindrification ci. Indeed, we can see that
e holds for cia ∈ A as follows. Lemma 2.1 and (1) together with T ∈ B
imply that cia ∈ B. The proof of Lemma 2.4 works for x ∈ B and ijk =
012, and then the proof of Lemma 2.5 works to show that e holds for cia.
Thus, in A cylindrification-closed elements satisfy more equations than all the
elements. This behavior of our witness algebra A is necessary, because each
algebra in which no such behavior occurs is symmetric (see Theorem 4.5(i)
in subsection 4.3).

3 Subvarieties of CAα containing RCAα

This section contains an unpublished theorem from [33]. The proof is anal-
ogous to the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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Theorem 3.1 There are 2|α| distinct subvarieties of CAα all containing RCAα.

Proof. We are going to exhibit an equation e valid in RCAα and an algebra
A ∈ CAα such that A 6|= e while A |= ei1 for appropriate versions ei1 of e.
This e is Henkin’s equation eij(x, y) with ij taken as 01:

(18) eij(x, y) := cj(x · y · ci(x− y)) ≤ ci(cjx− dij),

see [19, 3.2.65]. For a simplified version of this equation see [44, chap.3.5],
and for a drawing see [35, p.551]. Henkin’s equation expresses that if the
domains of R and S coincide and this common domain is a singleton, then
R and S are disjoint iff their ranges are disjoint. Now, RCAα |= eij(x, y), by
e.g. [19, 3.2.65].

We now turn to constructing our “witness” algebra A. It is obtained
from a representable algebra B in which we split an atom whose domain is
a singleton into two parts both having the same domain and range as the
original atom. Henkin’s equation then will fail for the split elements. In
some sense this will be a “nonrepresentable counterpart” of the construction
we used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Let 〈Vi : i ∈ α〉 be a system of disjoint sets such that V0 is a singleton,
and Vi for i ≥ 1 have more than one elements. Let U be the union of these
sets, let V := αU and let g be the direct product of the Vi, i.e.,

g :=
∏

〈Vi : i ∈ α〉 := {s ∈ V : si ∈ Vi for all i ∈ α}.

Let B denote the cylindric set algebra with base set U and generated by g.
In B, the element g is an atom, this can be seen by using permutations of
U exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Now, g is below all the diversity
elements −dij , i < j < α, so we can split it into two disjoint parts g′, g′′

obtaining the algebra A ∈ CAα defined as follows. Let 〈A,+,−〉 be the
Boolean algebra which contains 〈B,+,−〉 as a subalgebra, in which g′ and
g′′ are disjoint nonzero elements such that g = g′+g′′ and which is generated
by B ∪ {g′}. Then the elements of A are

A = {b+ h : b ∈ B and h ∈ {0, g′, g′′}}.

The cylindric operations are defined in A so that B is a subalgebra of A and

ci(b+ g′) := ci(b+ g′′) := ci(b+ g) for all b ∈ B.
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Now, A ∈ CAα can be checked directly by checking that the cylindric equa-
tions (C0)− (C7) of [18, 1.1.1] hold in A, or by checking that A is the algebra
we get from B by splitting g in it by the method in [18, 2.6.12].

We show that A 6|= e01(g, g
′). Indeed, c1(g ·g

′ ·c0(g−g
′)) = c1(g

′ ·c0(g
′′)) =

c1(g
′ · c0g) = c1g while c0(c1g − d01) = c0(V0 × (U − V0) × V2 × . . . ) which

does not contain c1g = V0 × U × V2 × . . . .
Next we show that A |= eij(x, y) when i 6= 0, i.e., we show

A |= ci(x · y · cj(x− y)) ≤ ci(cjx− dij).

Let x, y ∈ B be arbitrary. Then x · y, x − y are of form a + h, b + k with
a, b ∈ B, h, k ∈ {0, g′, g′′} and a, b, g pairwise disjoint as well as h, k disjoint,
by our construction of A. Since negation − occurs in the equation only in
form of −dij, the terms at the two sides of the equation are additive, and
since a, b ∈ B and B ⊆ A is representable, we have that the equation is
true for a, b. So, if both h and k are 0, then we are done. Assume therefore
that h + k 6= 0. Then we get a bigger term on the lhs of the inequality if
we replace h, k with g, g respectively. We get then ci(x · y · cj(x − y)) =
ci((a + g) · cj(b + g)) = ci(a · cj(b + g)) + ci(g · cj(b + g)). On the other
side of the inequality we have ci(cjx − dij) = ci(cj(a + b + h + k) − dij) =
ci(cj(a+ b+ g)−dij). (We used cj(h+k) = cjg in the last step.) This is now
an equation concerning the representable algebra B since all the elements
occurring are in B. Now, ci(a · cj(b+ g)) ≤ ci(cj(a+ b+ g)− dij) since this
is an instance of Henkin’s equation by a and b + g being disjoint. We only
have to show ci(g · cj(b+ g)) ≤ ci(cj(a+ b+ g)− dij. The inequality

(19) ci(g) ≤ ci(cjg − dij)

holds because Vi has at least two elements: ci(cjg − dij) = ci{s ∈ V : (∀k 6=
j)sk ∈ Vk and sj 6= si} = cig. Then

ci(g · cj(b+ g)) = by g being an atom

ci(g) ≤ by (19)

ci(cjg − dij) ≤ by monotony of the terms involved

ci(cj(a + b+ g)− dij).

To finish the proof of Theorem 3.1, let E := {ei1 : i ∈ α, i 6= 1} and for all
H ⊆ E let VH be the subvariety of CAα axiomatized by H . Then VH ⊇ RCAα

for all H ⊆ E, by RCAα |= E. Also, VH 6= VG for distinct H,G ⊆ E since if,
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say, ei1 ∈ G−H then Rd
ρ
A ∈ (VH − VG) whenever ρ is a permutation of α

with ρ(i) = 0. �

4 Counterpoint: classes with only continuum

many varieties

Let us call a cylindric algebra A symmetric iff A |= e implies A |= ρ(e) for
all permutations ρ of α, where ρ(e) denotes the equation we get from e by
systematically replacing each index i ∈ α in it with ρ(i) ∈ α. The proofs
of the previous theorems were based on the existence of non-symmetric al-
gebras. We will show that, surprisingly, many CAαs, almost all in some
sense, are symmetric. In particular, all dimension-complemented, all diago-
nal cylindric algebras, and more generally, all the algebras occurring in [18,
Thm.2.6.50(i)-(iii)] are symmetric. Clearly, symmetric algebras can generate
at most continuum many varieties since their equational theories are deter-
mined by equations written in the first ω indices. In section 4.5 we show
that this maximal possible number 2ω is indeed achieved using only a small
subclass of symmetric CAαs: locally finite dimensional regular cylindric set
algebras with infinite bases generate indeed continuum many varieties, for
all infinite α.

Thus, RCAα has 2α subvarieties, but locally finite dimensional ones gen-
erate only 2ω many. What is the property that the Lfα-generated varieties
have but not all of the subvarieties have? Clearly, being symmetric is such
a distinguishing property. (We call a variety symmetric iff it is generated by
symmetric algebras.) However, being symmetric does not characterize the
Lfα-generated subvarieties: we will show that there is a symmetric subvariety
of RCAα that is not generated by a subclass of Lfα. In section 4.3 we intro-
duce the notion of inductive algebras and inductive varieties and we prove
that this property characterizes the subvarieties generated by Lfαs, the prop-
erty of being inductive singles out the 2ω many Lfα-generated subvarieties
among all the 2α many subvarieties of RCAα. By this we also get a sim-
ple characterization, and recursive enumeration, of the equational theory of
RCAα, much simpler than either one of the three enumerations presented in
[19, pp.112-119]. These results contribute to solving [19, Problem 4.1] which
is asking for a simple equational basis for RCAα.

Being inductive is a nice property: inductive algebras are all representable,
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they are symmetric, and their equational theories coincide with the one of an
Lfα. We show that there are more inductive algebras than the widest class
dealt with in [18, 2.6.50]. This provides us with a new representation theorem
for CAαs. All this strengthen, extend and improve [18, 2.6.50], whose signif-
icance was discussed in the introduction to the present paper. The notion
of being inductive can be described by a set of ∆2 first order logic formu-
las. Since inductive algebras are all symmetric and we have constructed a
nonsymmetric representable algebra in section 2.1 here, we get a ∆2-formula
distinguishing Lfα and RCAα.

4.1 Endo-dimension-complemented algebras are sym-

metric

Let Lfα, Dcα, and Diα denote the classes of all locally finite dimensional,
dimension-complemented, and diagonal CA’s, respectively. Let us call the
elements of the wider class introduced in (iii) of [18, 2.6.50] endo-dimension-
complemented (endo-dc in short): an algebra A ∈ CAα is called endo-dc if
for each finite Γ ⊆ α and each nonzero x ∈ A there are a κ ∈ α − Γ and an
endomorphism h of the Γ-reduct RdΓA := 〈A,+,−, ci, dij〉i,j∈Γ of A such that
h(x) 6= 0 and each element of the range of h is κ-closed, i.e., cκh(a) = h(a)
for all a ∈ A. Let Edcα denote the class of all endo-dimension-complemented
CAαs. It is proved in [18, 2.6.50] that Lfα ⊂ Dcα ⊂ Diα ⊂ Edcα ⊆ RCAα and
it is asked as [18, Problem 2.13] whether the last inclusion is proper or not.
We are going to show that this inclusion is proper: the algebra constructed
in section 2.1 here is representable but not endo-dc. More specifically, we will
show that each endo-dc algebra is symmetric, which implies Edcα 6= RCAα

since our witness algebra A in the proof of Theorem 2.1 was designed to be
non-symmetric but it is representable. We also show that RCAα is close to
Edcα in the sense that RCAα is the closure of Edcα under taking subalgebras.
On the other hand, to indicate the distance between Edcα and RCAα we show
that the class Syα∩RCAα of symmetric representable algebras lies strictly in
between Edcα and RCAa, i.e., Edcα ⊂ Syα ∩ RCAα ⊂ RCAα.

Theorem 4.1 Each endo-dc algebra is symmetric.

Proof. Because the notion of a symmetric algebra involves renaming indices
of operations, in this and the coming proofs we will often deal with renaming
operations in equations and algebras. Therefore we begin the proof with
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introducing notation for these. We will use these notation, except for ind(e),
only in proofs.

If τ is a term in the language of CAα and ρ : α→ α then ρ(τ), the term we
get from τ by renaming the indices occurring in it according to ρ, is defined
by induction as ρ(dij) := dρ(i)ρ(j), ρ(ciσ) := cρ(i)ρ(σ) and ρ(x) := x if x is a
variable, ρ(σ+ δ) := ρ(σ)+ρ(δ), ρ(−σ) := −ρ(σ). If e is an equation of form
τ = σ then ρ(e) is ρ(τ) = ρ(σ).

ind(τ) denotes the set of indices occurring in τ , this is defined by induction
as follows. ind(dij) := {i, j}, ind(ciτ) := {i} ∪ ind(τ), and ind(x) := ∅,
ind(τ + σ) := ind(τ) ∪ ind(σ), ind(−τ) := ind(τ). If e is an equation of form
τ = σ then ind(e) := ind(τ) ∪ ind(σ).

Assume A ∈ CAα, Γ is any set and ρ : Γ → α is a one-to-one function.
ThenRd

ρ
A denotes an algebra whose signature is that of CAΓ, whose Boolean

reduct 〈A,+,−〉 is the same as that of A, whose operation denoted by ci for
i ∈ Γ is the operation of A denoted by cρ(i), and similarly for the diagonals,
dij of Rd

ρ
A is the same as dρ(i)ρ(j) of A. In symbols,

Rd
ρ
A := 〈A,+,−, cρ(i), dρ(i)ρ(j) : i, j ∈ Γ〉.

It is not difficult to check that Rd
ρ
A ∈ CAΓ and Rd

ρ
A |= e iff A |= ρ(e),

for any equation e. This algebra is called a generalized reduct of A and it is
introduced in [18, 2.6.1].

We begin the proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume A ∈ CAα is endo-dc, we
want to show that it is symmetric. This means showing that A |= e implies
A |= ρ(e) for all equations e and permutations ρ of α. For this, it is enough
to prove

(20) A 6|= e implies A 6|= ρ(e), for all e and ρ,

since each equation e is of form ρ(e′) and ρ−1ρ(e′) = e′. Assume A 6|= e. We
may assume that e is of form τ = 0 for some τ . Let Γ := ind(τ) and let
ρ : Γ → ∆ be a bijection. We have τ(a) 6= 0 for some a ∈ A by A 6|= e,
and we want to show that ρ(τ)(b) 6= 0 for some b ∈ A. (In fact, τ may have
more than one variable, so we should use a sequence a in place of a ∈ A. For
simplicity, we write out the present proof for the case when τ contains one
variable.)

We aim for getting a homomorphism RdΓA → Rd
ρ
A which takes τ(a)

to a nonzero element. The idea of the proof is as follows. Assume ∆ =
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{k1, . . . , kn} is disjoint from Γ = {i1, . . . , in}. Then the substitution opera-
tion x 7→ si1k1 . . . s

in
kn
(x) is such a homomorphism, but only on the ∆-closed

elements x, i.e., when x = c(∆)x := ck1 . . . cknx. There are two obstacles to
deal with: ∆ may not be disjoint from Γ, and τ(a) may not be ∆-closed. We
deal with the first obstacle by finding J which is disjoint both from Γ and ∆,
and finding desired homomorphisms from Γ to J and then from J to ∆. We
deal with the second obstacle by using the condition A ∈ Edcα for finding a
homomorphism from Γ to Γ which takes τ(a) to a J-closed non-zero element.
We begin now to elaborate the just outlined idea.

By [18, (2), p.416], A ∈ Edcα implies that there is J ⊆ α − (Γ ∪ ∆)
with |J | = |Γ| and there is a homomorphism h : RdΓA → RdΓA such that
h(τ(a)) 6= 0 and h(x) = c(J)h(x) for all x ∈ A. By h being a homomorphism
on RdΓA and ind(τ) ⊆ Γ we have τ(h(a)) = h(τ(a)) 6= 0.

Now that h provided us with J-closed elements, we can use the usual
substitution operations sij to get the homomorphism we seek for, as follows.
Let c∗jA denote the algebra whose elements are the cj-closed elements of A
and whose operations are those of A except cj , djk, dkj for k ∈ α. This is
indeed an algebra, it is Nr(α−{j})A in the terminology of [18], but we will
use the shorter notation c∗jA in the present proof. We will use c∗(J)A for the

analogous algebra (where J ⊂ α). Let [i/j] denote the function that takes i
to j and takes k to k for all k ∈ (α− {i, j}). Then Rd[i/j]c∗iA is the algebra
c∗iA except that we rename the operations cj, djk, dkj (of c∗iA) as ci, dik, dki,
respectively. Thus the similarity types of c∗jA and Rd[i/j]c∗iA are equal. We
are going to show, by using [18, sec. 1.5], that

(21) sij : c
∗
jA → Rd

[i/j]c∗iA is an isomorphism.

Indeed, sij is a Boolean homomorphism by 1.5.3, it is a homomorphism for
ck, dkm for k,m ∈ α−{i, j} by 1.5.8(ii), 1.5.4(ii), and it takes dik, dki to djk, dkj
by 1.5.4(i). For the next two steps we need to use that we are mapping cj-
closed elements. sji is the inverse of s

i
j on cj-closed elements because sji s

i
jcjx =

cjx by 1.5.10(i), 1.5.8(i). sij takes the operation ci on cj-closed elements to

cj because cjs
i
ja = cis

j
ia = cis

j
i cja = cicja = cia = sijcia, by 1.5.8(i), 1.5.9(i).

We are done with proving (21).
Recall that J ⊆ α − (Γ ∪ ∆) and |J | = |Γ|. Let i1, . . . , in and j1, . . . , jn

be repetition-free enumerations of Γ and J , respectively. Let η : Γ → J be
such that η(i1) = j1, . . . , η(in) = jn. Define

s(η) := si1j1 . . . s
in
jn
.
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By using (21) successively, we get

(22) s(η) : RdΓc
∗
(J)A → Rd

ηc∗(Γ)A is an isomorphism.

By letting kℓ := ρ(iℓ) and ξ(jℓ) := kℓ for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n we get that k1, . . . , kn is
a repetition-free enumeration of ∆, and ρ = ξ ◦ η. By repeating the process
leading to (22) we get

(23) s(ξ) : Rd
ηc∗(Γ)A → Rd

ρc∗(∆)A is an isomorphism.

Putting these two isomorphisms together we get

(24) s(ρ) : RdΓc
∗
(J)A → Rd

ρc∗(∆)A is an isomorphism.

Let g := s(ρ) ◦ h, then g(τ(a)) = s(ρ)h(a) 6= 0 by h(a) 6= 0, so

(25) g : RdΓA → Rd
ρc∗(∆)A is a homomorphism with g(τ(a)) 6= 0.

Now, ρ(τ) in A is the same as τ inRd
ρ
A, by definition. Therefore, ρ(τ)(ga) in

A is the same as τ(ga) inRdρA, which is the same as g(τ(a)) which is nonzero
by (25) and τ(a) 6= 0. We are done with showing that A is symmetric. �

Lemma 4.1 Each full cylindric set algebra with unit a disjoint union of weak
spaces is endo-dc.

Proof. The proof in [18, 2.6.51, p.417] for showing “(iii) does not imply (ii)”
in fact proves the present Lemma 4.1. �

Theorem 4.2 (Solution of [18, Problem 2.13]) There is an RCAα which is
not endo-dc, but each RCAα can be embedded into an endo-dc algebra. In
symbols: Edcα ⊂ SEdcα = RCAα.

Proof. The algebra we based the proof of Theorem 2.1 on is not symmetric,
hence not endo-dc by Theorem 4.1. Clearly, it is representable. This shows
Edcα 6= RCAα. Edcα ⊆ RCAα is proved as (iii)⇒(iv) in [18, Thm.2.6.50].
RCAα = SEdcα follows from Lemma 4.1 immediately, since each representable
algebra is embeddable into a full one. �
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Remark 4.1 In the proof above, we used Theorem 4.1 to show that the
algebra A we used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is not endo-dc. A concrete Γ ⊆
α and nonzero a ∈ A for which there are no κ ∈ α and endomorphism h with
the required properties are {0, 1, 2} and g. Indeed, let τ := x−c(3)(β+γ+ø),
see (2). Then e(x) fails iff τ(x) 6= 0, by (2). Hence, τ(g) 6= 0 but τ(cκx) = 0
for all κ by Remark 2.1(iii), and this implies that there is no endomorphism
h of Rd{0,1,2}A with range inside c∗κA and h(g) 6= 0.

Theorem 4.3 Not all symmetric algebras are representable, and not all rep-
resentable algebras are symmetric. In symbols,

Syα ∩ RCAα ⊂ Syα and Syα ∩ RCAα ⊂ RCAα.

Proof. To exhibit a symmetric algebra that is nonrepresentable, take any
nonrepresentable A ∈ CAα, we “turn” it symmetric. Indeed, let

B :=
∏

〈RdρA : ρ is a permutation of α〉.

That B is symmetric can be seen by

B |= e iff by the definition of B

RdρA |= e for all ρ iff by the definition of Rdρ

A |= ρ(e) for all ρ iff by the nature of permutations

A |= ρ(η(e)) for all ρ, η iff by previous step

RdρA |= η(e) for all ρ iff by first step

B |= η(e).

That B is not representable follows from the facts that A /∈ RCAα is a ho-
momorphic image of B (as A = Rd

ρ
A with ρ being the identity permutation

of α) and RCAα, being a variety ([19, 3.1.103]), is closed under homomorphic
images.

The algebra used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is representable and non-
symmetric, this proves the second part of the theorem, i.e., RCAα ∩ Syα ⊂
RCAα. �
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4.2 Polyadic algebras are symmetric

We have seen in the proof of Theorem 4.1 that substitution operations are
useful in proving an algebra be symmetric. In fact, the proof of Theo-
rem 2.1 hinges over the fact that the polyadic substitution operations pij
are not expressible in the witness algebra A. In this section we very briefly
talk about Halmos’ polyadic algebras. We show that α-dimensional quasi-
polyadic equality algebras indeed have only 2ω many subvarieties, since all
their members are symmetric (in an appropriate sense). We then state some
of the corollaries of our construction that concern polyadic algebras.

Polyadic equality algebras (PEAαs) were introduced by Paul Halmos [17],
they are basically cylindric algebras endowed with unary substitution opera-
tions sρ for ρ : α→ α. In the set algebras with unit αU these are interpreted
as

Sρ(X) := {s ∈ αU : ρ ◦ s ∈ X}.

Quasi-polyadic equality algebras were also defined by Halmos in [17], they
retain only those substitutions where ρ is finite. Let QPEAα denote their
class, for precise definition see, e.g., [19, p.266, item 9] or [39].

Theorem 4.4 QPEAα has exactly 2ω many subvarieties.

Proof. The idea of the proof is to show that each QPEAα is symmetric
in the sense analogous to the notion used in CAα. However, the indices of
the QPEAα-operations have some structure, it is not so clear how we are to
change the indices in an equation systematically/uniformly. (For more on
this see the introduction of [39].) Therefore, we will use the more index-
friendly version FPEAα of QPEAα defined in [39]. Since the two varieties are
term-definitionally equivalent, proved as [39, Thm.1(ii)], it is enough to show
that FPEAα has only 2ω subvarieties.

We are going to show that each element of FPEAα is symmetric in the very
analogous sense to CAα, this will prove that QPEAα has at most continuum
many subvarieties (since each equation is equivalent to one which uses indices
from ω only). That QPEAα has indeed continuum many varieties can be seen
by repeating the proof of [19, Thm.4.1.24] for QPEAα.

The extra-cylindric operations in an FPEAα are denoted as pij for i, j ∈
α. The operation pij stands for sρ where ρ is [i, j], the latter being the
permutation of α that interchanges i and j and leaves all the other elements
fixed. Now, the definitions of ρ(τ) and ind(τ) for FPEAα-terms τ can easily
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be extended from CAα. We will show that each A ∈ FPEAα is symmetric in
the sense that

A |= e iff A |= ρ(e), for all permutations ρ of α.

Indeed, let A ∈ FPEAα and let τ be a term in the language of FPEAα, let ρ be
a permutation of α. Then ind(τ) is finite, so we may assume that ρ is finite,
too. Each finite permutation is a composition of transpositions [i, j], so we
may assume that ρ is indeed a transposition [i, j] with i 6= j. In the sequel
we will write τ(x̄) and τ(pij x̄) for τ(x1, . . . , xn) and τ(pijx1, . . . , pijxn). The
following can be proved by induction on τ :

(26) FPEAα |= pijτ(x̄) = ρ(τ(pij x̄))

with the use of the following equations that can be proved to hold in FPEAα:

pij(x+ y) = pijx+ pijy, pij(−x) = −pijx,

pijpijx = x, pijx = pjix,

pijckx = ck′pijx, pijdkl = dk′l′ , pijpklx = pk′l′pijx,

where k′ = ρ(k) and l′ = ρ(l). Now, let e be any equation, we may assume
that it is of form τ(x̄) = 1.

A |= e iff by e being τ = 1

A |= τ = 1 implies by pij1 = 1

A |= pijτ = 1 iff by (26)

A |= ρ(τ(pijx̄)) = 1 implies by pijpijx = x

A |= ρ(τ) = 1 iff by e being τ = 1

A |= ρ(e).

�

It is proved in [19, 5.4.18] that the cylindric reducts of PEAαs are all
representable, in symbols RdcaPEAα ⊆ RCAα. Our results imply that this
inclusion is a strict one. Further, the cylindric reducts of (quasi-)polyadic
(equality)-algebras are not closed under subalgebras.
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Corollary 4.1 Not every representable cylindric algebra is the cylindric reduct
of a polyadic equality algebra, hence the class of the latter is not closed under
subalgebras. Formally:

RdcaPEAα ⊂ RCAα = SRdcaPEAα.

Further, RdcaQPEAα ⊂ SRdcaQPEAα.

Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.4 that the cylindric reduct
of any quasi-polyadic equality algebra is symmetric. We have seen in The-
orem 4.3 that not all representable algebras are symmetric. Take a non-
symmetric RCAα, it is not in RdcaQPEAα, hence it is not in RdcaPEAα, either.
Since all full cylindric set algebras are reducts of PEAα, our non-symmetric
RCAα is in SRdcaPEAα. �

4.3 Inductive algebras

Let us call a cylindric algebra A inductive iff A |= e(cix1, . . . , cixn) implies
A |= e(x1, . . . , xn) whenever e is an equation and i does not occur as an
index of an operation in e. Let Indα denote the class of all inductive CAαs.
While A |= e implies A |= e(cix) always holds, the converse of this would
be thought to hold only in rather special cases, if at all. We are going to
show that, on the contrary, there is a great variety of inductive algebras:
each endo-dc algebra is inductive and we have already seen that there is a
great variety of endo-dc algebras. There are even more inductive algebras
than endo-dc algebras: Edcα ⊂ Indα. We then prove that each inductive
algebra is representable and symmetric (but the converse does not hold).
Thus, we refine the chain Lfα ⊂ Dcα ⊂ Diα ⊂ Edcα ⊂ Sy ∩ RCAα ⊂ RCAα

with inserting a new class into it: Edcα ⊂ Indα ⊂ Syα ∩ RCAα. This is also a
new representation theorem, a sharpening of [18, 2.6.50], since in the chain
presented in [18, 2.6.50] the widest representable class was Edcα. The new
class Indα has an additional significance, namely an algebra is inductive iff
it is equationally indistinguishable from an Lfα. So, inductive algebras are
in intimate connection with Lfα. This will give us a specific ∆2 formula
distinguishing Lfα and RCAα.
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Theorem 4.5

(i) Each endo-dc algebra is inductive, and each inductive algebra is sym-
metric and representable but the converses of these statements do not
hold, i.e.,

Edcα ⊂ Indα ⊂ Syα ∩ RCAα.

(ii) An algebra is inductive iff there is an Lfα with the same equational
theory, i.e.,

A is inductive iff Eq(A) = Eq(B) for some B ∈ Lfα.

Proof. First we prove part of (i), namely we prove Edcα ⊆ Indα. This follows
almost directly from the definitions and from Theorem 4.1. Let A ∈ Edcα
and let e(x1, ..., xn) be an equation, i ∈ α such that i does not occur in
e. In the sequel we will write e(x̄) and e(cix̄) in place of e(x1, . . . , xn) and
e(cix1, . . . , cixn), respectively. We want to show A |= e(cix̄) implies A |=
e(x̄). To this end, we assume A 6|= e(x̄) and we show that A 6|= e(cix̄). Let
a1, . . . , an ∈ A be such that A 6|= e(ā). We may assume that e is of form τ = 0,
so we have τ(ā) 6= 0 in A. Let Γ := ind(τ). By A being endo-dc, there are a
homomorphism h : RdΓA → RdΓA and a κ ∈ α−Γ such that h(τ(ā)) 6= 0 and
h(b) = cκh(b) for all b ∈ A. Now, h(τ(ā)) = τ(h(ā)) = τ(h(a1), . . . , h(an))
by h being a homomorphism wrt. the operations occurring in τ . By h(a1) =
cκh(a1), . . . , h(an) = cκh(an) we then have τ(cκh(ā)) 6= 0 in A. This means
that A 6|= e(cκx̄). Since A is symmetric by Theorem 4.1 and κ, i /∈ ind(e), we
get that A 6|= e(cix̄) as was desired.

Next we prove (ii). For proving the “only-if ” part, let A be inductive,
we will show that it is equationally indistinguishable from an Lfα. Let C be
an elementary α-saturated extension of A, and let B be the greatest locally
finite dimensional subalgebra of C. (This exists by [18, 2.1.5(ii)].) We are
going to show that A and B are equationally indistinguishable. Let e be an
equation. If A |= e then C |= e because C is an elementary extension of A,
and thus B |= e because B is a subalgebra of C. Assume now A 6|= e. Let
∆ := {i1, ..., in} be disjoint from ind(e) with i1, ..., in being all distinct. Then
A 6|= e(ci1x̄) since A is inductive and A 6|= e. But then A 6|= e(ci1ci2 x̄) because
i2 /∈ ind(e(ci1 x̄)), and so on, showing that A 6|= e(c(∆)x̄). Let

Σ(x̄) := {¬e(x̄), cix̄ = x̄ : i ∈ α− ind(e)}.
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Each finite subset of Σ is satisfiable in C by A 6|= e(c(∆)x̄) for all finite ∆ ⊆
α− ind(e). By C being α-saturated, this implies that there are b1, . . . , bn ∈ C
for which Σ(b̄) holds in C. These bjs are finite dimensional (by ci(bj) = bj for
all i ∈ α − ind(e)), and C 6|= e(b̄) (by ¬e(x̄) ∈ Σ(x̄)). Hence b1, . . . , bn ∈ B
and C 6|= e(b̄), hence B 6|= e(b̄), i.e., B 6|= e. This finishes the “only-if ” part
of the proof of (ii). For the “if ” part, we have to show that each B ∈ Lfα is
inductive. Indeed, Lfα ⊆ Edcα by [18, 2.6.50], and Edcα ⊆ Indα by that part
of (i) that we have already proved.

It remains to prove the rest of (i). We have already shown Edcα ⊆ Indα.
To show Indα ⊆ Syα ∩ RCAα we use (ii), [18, 2.6.50] and Theorem 4.1, as
follows. Let A ∈ Indα. Then Eq(A) = Eq(B) for some B ∈ Lfα, by (ii). Now,
Lfα ⊆ Edcα ⊆ Syα by [18, 2.6.50] and Theorem 4.1, Lfα ⊆ RCAα by [19].
Thus, A ∈ Syα ∩ RCAα. We turn to proving that the stated inclusions are
proper.

First we want to exhibit an inductive algebra that is not endo-dc. The
difference between the two notions, and this will be reflected in the algebra
D we exhibit, is that the notion of being inductive talks about the equational
theory of the algebra, while the notion endo-dc talks about the inner structure
of the algebra. The algebra D is a direct product of the ω-generated free
RCAα-algebra F and another representable algebra A. By this, it is already
ensured that D is inductive, as follows.

D |= e(cix̄) implies by F being a homomorphic image of D

F |= e(cix̄) implies by F being a free algebra of RCAα

RCAα |= e(cix̄) implies by Lfα ⊆ RCAα

Lfα |= e(cix̄) implies by Lfα ⊆ Indα

Lfα |= e(x̄) implies by RCAα = Var(Lfα)

RCAα |= e(x̄) implies by D ∈ RCAα

D |= e(x̄).

The role of the algebra A in the direct product is to destroy the property
endo-dc. The idea is that we split an α-dimensional atom in A into more
parts than there are i-closed elements (for some i ∈ α) in D, so each required
endomorphism will have to collapse all of the split parts to 0. We begin to
elaborate this idea. Let W be a set of cardinality bigger than |α| and let
〈W,+, z〉 be any commutative group on W where z is the zero-element of +
(i.e., w + z = w for all w ∈ W ). Let Ui := W × {i}, let p := 〈(z, i) : i ∈ α〉,
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let U :=
⋃
{Ui : i ∈ α} and T := {s ∈ αU : si ∈ Ui for all i ∈ α and |{i ∈

α : si 6= pi}| < ω}. Let B be the weak cylindric set algebra of dimension α
with unit element αU (p) and generated by T . Then |B| = |α| and T is an
atom in B. We now split T in B into |W | many parts. For all g ∈ W let

Tg := {s ∈ T :
∑

{w : si = (w, i) for some i ∈ α} = g}.

Then the Tgs (g ∈ W ) form a disjoint union of T such that

(27) ciTg = ciT for all i ∈ α and g ∈ W.

Let A be the weak set algebra with unit element αU (p) and generated by T
together with Tg, g ∈ W . It is not hard to check, by using (27), that each
element of A is of form

b+
∑

{Tg : g ∈ X}

where b ∈ B and X is a finite or co-finite subset of W . Thus, all elements of
A−B are α-dimensional. We now show that D = F×A is not endo-dc. Let’s
fix a g ∈ W , let a := 〈0, Tg〉 ∈ D, let Γ := {0}, we want to show that there
are no endomorphism h of RdΓD and κ ∈ α such that h takes a to a nonzero
element and each element of the range of h is κ-closed. For, assume the
contrary, that h and κ are as described above, we will derive a contradiction.
Since there are only α many κ-closed elements of A, hence of D by |F | = |α|,
and there are more than α many split parts of T , the endomorphism h has
to take two of the elements 〈0, Tw〉 ∈ D to the same element. But these
are all disjoint from each other, so h(〈0, Tw〉) = 0 for some w ∈ W . But
then h(c0〈0, Tw〉) = c0h(〈0, Tw) = 0 since h is a homomorphism wrt. c0.
However, c0〈0, Tw〉 = 〈0, c0Tw〉 = 〈0, c0T 〉 ≥ 〈0, T 〉 ≥ 〈0, Tg〉, showing that
h(〈0, Tg〉) = h(a) = 0, and this contradicts our assumption h(a) 6= 0. Thus
the algebra D is inductive but not endo-dc.

Finally, we exhibit a symmetric representable algebra which is not induc-
tive. Here, both notions refer to the equational theory of the algebra, but
they make different restrictions on it. Symmetry requires that if an equation
holds then its versions where we rename the indices hold also, and inductiv-
ity requires that the same equations hold for the some-cylindrification-closed
elements than for the whole algebra. Our algebra A that we used in the proof
of Theorem 2.1 is not symmetric, hence it is not inductive, either, by the al-
ready proved part of (i) of the present theorem. We will modify the algebra
A so that it becomes symmetric, but the above mentioned difference between
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the some-cylindrification-closed and α-dimensional elements remains intact.
Let R denote the set of all permutations of α. Define B as the direct product
of all the ρ-reducts of A for ρ ∈ R, i.e.,

B :=
∏

〈Rd
ρ
A : ρ ∈ R〉.

Clearly, B is symmetric and representable. We show that it is not inductive.
Take the equation e used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We have seen in
Remark 2.1 that ρ(e(c0x)) is valid in A for all ρ ∈ R. Hence, e(c0x) is valid
in all Rd

ρ
A, hence in B by its construction. However, e(x) is not valid in B

since it is not valid in A. This shows that B is not inductive. �

It is known that the same universal formulas are valid in Lfα as in RCAα,
see [19, 4.1.29]. There is no existential formula distinguishing Lfα and RCAα,
either because each RCAα has a subalgebra in Lfα. The next complexity
class is ∆2-formulas, and our theorems so far imply that Lfα indeed can be
distinguished from RCAα by a ∆2-formula. We note that it was known that
there is a Π2-formula distinguishing Lfα and RCAα (see [18, 2.6.53]).

Corollary 4.2 There is a ∆2-formula which is valid in Lfα but is not valid
in RCAα.

Proof. The property of being inductive is defined by a set D of formu-
las of form ∀x̄e1(x̄) → ∀x̄e2(x̄) where e1, e2 are equations using variables
occurring in x̄. All such formulas are known to be ∆2. Indeed, let ϕ de-
note the previous formula. Then ϕ is equivalent both to the Π2-formula
∀x̄∃ȳ(¬e2(x̄) → ¬e1(ȳ)), and to the Σ2 formula ∃x̄∀ȳ(¬e1(x̄)∨ e2(ȳ)). There
is a representable algebra A which is not inductive, by Theorem 4.5(i). Since
A is not inductive, there is a ∆2-formula ϕ ∈ D which is not valid in A.
Then RCAα 6|= ϕ by A ∈ RCAα. However, Lfα |= ϕ since Lfα ⊆ Indα by
Theorem 4.5(ii). �

Remark 4.2 (i) We can get a concrete ∆2 formula separating Lfα and RCAα

by using Remark 2.1(ii).
(ii) From the fact that there are more subvarieties of RCAα than generated

by Lfα ⊆ RCAα we can immediately get that there is a subvariety V of RCAα

which is not generated by its Lfα-members, i.e., V is not generated by V∩Lfα.
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(iii) Using (ii) above, from the fact that there are more subvarieties of
RCAα than generated by Lfα ⊆ RCAα we can immediately get that there is
a ∆2-formula distinguishing Lfα and RCAα, because the structure of subva-
rieties of a variety V is determined by its ∆2-theory. Indeed, assume that
K and L have the same ∆2-theories. Then the same varieties are generated
by subclasses of K and L, since all of the formulas of form ∀x̄e1(x̄) ∧ · · · ∧
∀x̄en(x̄) → ∀x̄e0(x̄) are ∆2. Indeed, let K0 ⊆ K, let E0 = Eq(K0) and let
L0 = {A ∈ L : A |= E0}, then Eq(L0) = E0, since E0 ⊆ Eq(L0) by the defini-
tion of L0 and for all e /∈ E0 we have K 6|= Σ → e for all finite Σ ⊆ E, so the
same is true for L.

(iv) From what we said so far, it follows that for any Lfα ⊆ K ⊆ Sy ∩
RCAα we have that the ∆2-theories of K and RCAα are different but the
corresponding universal and existential theories coincide.

4.4 Characterization of the equational theory of RCAα

In this section we concentrate on sets of equations, rather than on algebras.
Assume E is a set of equations in the language of CAα, it contains the cylin-
dric axioms (C0)− (C7) axiomatizing CAα and it is semantically closed (i.e.,
e ∈ E iff E |= e). We call E inductive iff e(cix1, . . . , cixn) ∈ E implies
e(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ E whenever i does not occur as an index of an operation in e.
Thus, an algebra is inductive iff its equational theory is such. However, we
will see that not all models of an inductive set of equations are inductive. In
the next theorem we characterize the inductive sets of equations. We obtain
that they coincide with the equational theories of subclasses of Lfα. Equa-
tional theories of subclasses of Lfα are important, because Lfαs correspond to
ordinary first order logic theories ([19, 4.3.28(iii)]).

Theorem 4.6

E is inductive iff E = Eq(K) for some K ⊆ Lfα.

Proof. Assume that E is inductive. Let F be the E-free ω-generated algebra.
Then E = Eq(F) and F is inductive, by E being inductive. So, there is B ∈
Lfα with Eq(F) = Eq(B), by Theorem 4.5(ii). This shows that E = Eq(K)
for K = {B} ⊆ Lfα. Assume now K ⊆ Lfα and let E = Eq(K). Then E
contains the cylindric axioms (C0) − (C7) and is semantically closed. Also,
E is inductive by Theorem 4.5(ii). �
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Let us call inductive rule the rule according to which from e(cix1, . . . , cixn)
we can infer e(x1, . . . , xn) provided that i /∈ ind(e). Note that this is a
decidable rule, because given any equation we can decide whether it is of
form e(cix1, . . . , cixn) for an equation e such that i /∈ ind(e).

Corollary 4.3 The equational theory of RCAα is the least set of equations
which
contains the equations (C0)− (C7) which define CAα,
is closed under the 5 rules of equational logic, and
is closed under the inductive rule defined above.

Proof. By definition, a set E of equations contains (C0) − (C7), is closed
under the 5 rules of equational logic, and is closed under the inductive rule
iff E is inductive. This is so because equational logic is complete for its five
rules. By Theorem 4.6, the least such set axiomatizes the variety generated
by the largest subclass of Lfα, which subclass is Lfα itself. Now, the variety
generated by Lfα is RCAα, e.g., by [19, 4.1.29]. �

Corollary 4.3 above gives a simple, natural enumeration for the equational
theory of RCAα. It can be considered as a solution to [19, Problem 4.1] which
asks for a simple equational base for Eq(RCAα). Certainly, the enumeration
based on the above Corollary 4.3 is much simpler than any of the three such
enumerations given in [19, sec.4.1]. It has some resemblance to the second and
third enumerations given in [19]. An advantage of the present enumeration
is that it stays strictly in the equational language of CAα while the second
method given in [19] uses all first order logic formulas in the language of
CAα, and the third method even uses symbols outside the language of CAα.
A drawback of the present enumeration is that it works only for infinite α,
while the three methods given in [19] work for finite α also. We note that
possible solutions for Problems 4.1 and the related Problem 4.16 were also
given in Simon [43] and Venema [45]. The root of [19, Problem 4.1] is Monk’s
theorem saying that RCAα is not finite schema axiomatisable, exposing a gap
between abstract and representable cylindric algebras. As we mentioned in
the Introduction, this gap is addressed many ways in algebraic logic, some
works in this direction are [6, 21, 22, 38, 37, 13].

Remark 4.3 (i) Not all models of an inductive set of equations are induc-
tive. An example is Eq(RCAα). It is inductive because RCAα is generated
by Lfα and it has a noninductive algebra by Theorem 4.5(i). Exceptions are
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the equational theories of the minimal cylindric algebras in the sense that all
members of these varieties are inductive. We wonder whether these are the
only such exceptions or not.

(ii) Any variety of cylindric algebras generated by a class of locally finite
dimensional algebras is also generated by a single Lfα. This was known, but
this also follows from Theorems 4.5, 4.6 as follows. Let V be generated by
K ⊆ Lfα. Then Eq(V) is inductive by Theorem 4.6, so the free algebra F of
V is inductive, then it is equationally indistinguishable from a B ∈ Lfα by
Theorem 4.5, and then Eq(V ) = Eq(B).

(iii) A set E is inductive iff there is an ordinary first order logic theory Th

such that E is the equational theory of all the concept algebras of models of
Th. We briefly sketch a proof for this, we deal with the logical connections in
detail in another paper. Let E be any inductive set. Then, by (ii) above, it is
the equational theory of a single B ∈ Lfα. Then B is the Lindenbaum-Tarski
algebra of an ordinary theory Th, by [19, 4.3.28(ii)]. It is not difficult to see

that the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra is a subdirect product of {CaM : M |=
Th}, which finishes the proof.

4.5 Continuum many inductive varieties

We close the paper with showing that subclasses of concept algebras of ordi-
nary first order logic with infinite universes generate continuum many sub-
varieties. The proof of this theorem will be analogous to, but simpler than,
the proof of Theorem 2.1. Concept algebras of ordinary first order logic with
finite universes also generate continuum many varieties, a slightly modified
version of the proof of [19, 4.1.24] shows this. This is why we deal with
concept algebras of models with infinite universes below.

Let am := c(m)

∏
{−dij : i < j < m}, for m ∈ ω, cf. [18, 2.4.61]. We call

a cylindric algebra of infinite base iff {em : m ∈ ω} is valid in it, and ∞Lfα
denotes the class of Lfαs of infinite bases. An inductive variety of infinite
base is a variety whose equational theory is inductive and which contains the
equations {am = 1 : m ∈ ω}. The inductive varieties of infinite base are
exactly the varieties generated by subclasses of ∞Lfα, by Theorem 4.5. Also,
they are exactly the varieties generated by concept algebras of ordinary first
order logic with infinite bases, by Remark 4.3(iii).

The following is a counterpoint to Theorem 2.1. We know that there
can be only continuum many inductive varieties for all α because inductive
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varieties are also symmetric. The following theorem says that there are
indeed continuum many inductive varieties for all α, even if we require the
bases to be infinite.

Theorem 4.7 Subclasses of ∞Lfa generate continuum many subvarieties, for
all infinite α. In other words, there are continuum many inductive varieties
of infinite base.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we will use a set of independent
equations, in this case we will use a countable set of independent equations.
The n-th equation en will express that there is no partition of the universe
(in the form of an equivalence relation as element of the algebra) all of whose
blocks have size n. Then, for each n ∈ ω we will exhibit an algebra An ∈ ∞Lfα
in which en fails, but ek holds for all k ∈ ω − 2, k 6= n.

We begin to write up the term expressing that “x is not an equivalence
relation on the whole base set with each equivalence block having size n”.
The following terms express the parts of this statement (in the final equation
we will replace x with c2 . . . cnx). Let n ≥ 2.

The domain of x is not the base set:

δ(x) := c0 − c1x.

x is not symmetric:
σ(x) := c0c1(2s(0, 1)x⊕ x).

x is not transitive:

τ(x) := c0c1c2(x · s
01
12x− s0102x).

x is not reflexive:
ρ(x) := c0c1(d01 − x).

There is a block in x with size < n:

µ<(x) := c0 − c1 · · · − cn−1(
∏

{−dij : i < j < n} ·
∏

{s01ij x : i < j < n}).

There is a block in x with size > n:

µ>(x) := c(n+1)(
∏

{−dij : i < j ≤ n} ·
∏

{s01ij x : i < j ≤ n}).
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The sum of all these is

η(x) := δ(x) + σ(x) + τ(x) + ρ(x) + µ<(x) + µ>(x).

The equation en is defined as

en(x) := η(c2 . . . cnx) = 1.

Lemma 4.2 Let A ∈ Csα, let n ≥ 2 and let a = c2 . . . cna ∈ A. Then
A |= en(a) iff for all s ∈ a it is true that a[s, 01] is not an equivalence
relation on the base set with each block of size n.

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Assume the conditions of the lemma, then A |= en(a)
iff for all s ∈ αU , where U is the base set of A, we have s ∈ η(a) = δ(a) +
· · ·+ µ>(a). Let R := a[s, 01] = {(u, v) : s(01/uv) ∈ a} ⊆ U × U . We have

(28) s /∈ δ(a) iff the domain of R is U.

Indeed, s /∈ δ(a) iff s ∈ −δ(a) = −c0 − c1a iff for all u ∈ U there is v ∈ U
with s(01/uv) ∈ a, which means (u, v) ∈ a[s, 01].

(29) s /∈ σ(a) iff R is symmetric.

Indeed, s /∈ σ(a) = c0c1(2s(0, 1)a⊕ a) iff for all u, v ∈ U we have s(01/uv) /∈
(2s(0, 1)a⊕ a), this last thing holds iff s(01/vu) ∈ a ⇔ s(01/uv) ∈ a, which
means that R is symmetric.

(30) s /∈ τ(a) iff R is transitive.

Indeed, s /∈ τ(a) = c0c1c2(a · s0112a − s0102a) iff for all u, v, w ∈ U whenever
s(012/uvw) ∈ a · s0112a we have s(012/uvw) ∈ s0102a. Now, s(012/uvw) ∈
a · s0112a means that (u, v) ∈ R and (v, w) ∈ R (we used c2a = a). Similarly,
s(012/uvw) ∈ s0102a means that (u, w) ∈ R. Putting these together, we get
that R is transitive.

(31) s /∈ ρ(a) iff R is reflexive.

Indeed, s /∈ ρ(a) = c0c1(d01 − a) iff for all u, v ∈ U we have u = v implies
(u, v) ∈ R, i.e., R is reflexive.
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Assume now that s /∈ (δ(a) + σ(a) + τ(a) + ρ(a)). Then, by the above,
we have that R is an equivalence relation on U .

(32) s ∈ µ<(a) iff there is a block in R with size < n.

Indeed, s ∈ µ<(a) = c0 − c1 · · · − cn−1(
∏
{−dij : i < j < n} ·

∏
{s01ij a : i <

j < n}) iff there is u0 ∈ U such that there are no u1, . . . , un−1 ∈ U such that
u0, . . . , un−1 are all distinct and (ui, uj) ∈ R for all i < j < n. This means
that there is a block in R with size < n.

(33) s ∈ µ>(a) iff there is a block in R with size > n.

Indeed, s ∈ µ>(a) = c(n+1)(
∏
{−dij : i < j ≤ n} ·

∏
{s01ij a : i < j ≤ n}) iff

there are u0, . . . , un ∈ U such that they are all distinct and (ui, uj) ∈ R for
all i < j ≤ n, and this means that there is a block in R with size > n.

By the above we have that s ∈ η(a) iff whenever R = s[a, 01] is an
equivalence relation on U , there is either a block with size < n or else there
is a block with size > n. This proves Lemma 4.2.

Let n ∈ ω, n ≥ 2, let U be an infinite set, and let R be an equivalence
relation on U with each block of size n. Let An be the Csα with base U and
generated by g := {s ∈ Uα : (s0, s1) ∈ R}.

Lemma 4.3 An 6|= en but An |= ek for all k 6= n, k ∈ ω − 2.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. An 6|= en by Lemma 4.2 and g ∈ An, since clearly
s[g, 01] = R for all s ∈ g and R is an equivalence relation of the kind en
prohibits. Let k ∈ ω − 2, k 6= n, we want to show that An |= ek. By
Lemma 4.2, it is enough to show that a[s, 01] is not an equivalence relation
on U with all blocks of size k, whenever s ∈ a = c2 . . . cna. We begin doing
this.

We call an X ⊆ αU regular if, intuitively, X is determined by its restric-
tion to its dimension set ∆(X), formally

s ∈ X iff z ∈ X, whenever s, z ∈ αU and s, z agree on ∆(X)

where ∆(X) := {i ∈ α : ciX 6= X}. Since An is generated by g which is a
locally finite regular element, we have that a is also a regular locally finite
element, by [19, 3.1.64]. Let S ′ := Rg(s ↾ ∆(a) ∪ {0}) and let S := {u ∈ U :
(∃v ∈ S ′)(u, v) ∈ R}. Then S is finite since ∆(a) is finite and each block of
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R is finite. Assume that E := a[s, 01] is an equivalence relation on U with
all blocks finite, and ≥ 2. If E is not such then we are done by Lemma 4.2
and k ≥ 2.

Let u, v ∈ U −S such that (u, v) ∈ E−R, we will derive a contradiction.
Let w ∈ U − S − u/R be arbitrary. There are infinitely many such w. We
want to show that w ∈ u/E, contradicting our assumption that u/E is finite.
Let π : U → U be a permutation of U which leaves R fixed, is identity on
S ∪ {u} and takes v to w. There is such a permutation since v/R ∪ w/R is
disjoint from S ∪ {u} by our assumptions. Since π leaves R fixed and An is
generated by g, we have that a is closed under π, i.e., z ∈ a iff π ◦ z ∈ a
for all z. Now, (u, v) ∈ E = a[s, 01] means that s(01/uv) ∈ a. Therefore
z := π ◦ (s(01/uv)) ∈ a. Now, z0 = π(u) = u, z1 = π(v) = w, and z agrees
with s(01/uw) on ∆(a) by π being the identity on S. Hence s(01/uw) ∈ a
by z ∈ a and a being regular. This means (u, w) ∈ E, i.e., w ∈ u/R as was
to be shown.

Assume now that u, v ∈ U − S such that (u, v) ∈ R−E, we will derive a
contradiction. Let (w, v) ∈ E, w 6= v. There is such by our assumption that
each block of E has at least two elements. Let π : U → U be a permutation
of U which is identity on U − {u, v} and interchanges u and v. This π is
identity on S by u, v /∈ S and it leaves R fixed by (u, v) ∈ R. Thus, a
is closed under this π, too. As before, (w, v) ∈ E = a[s, 01] means that
s(01/wv) ∈ a, therefore z := π ◦ (s(01/wv)) ∈ a. Then z0 = π(w) = w,
z1 = π(v) = u, and z agrees with s(01/wu) on ∆(a) by π being the identity
on S. Hence s(01/wu) ∈ a by z ∈ a and a being regular. This means
(w, u) ∈ E, contradicting (u, v) /∈ E and (v, w) ∈ E.

We have seen that R and E agree on the infinite set U − S. Since each
block of R has n elements, this means that E has at least one block with
exactly n elements. So, ek(a) holds in A by k 6= n and Lemma 4.2. By this,
Lemma 4.3 has been proved.

We are ready for completing the proof of Theorem 4.7. For eachH ⊆ ω−2
let VH be the variety generated by KH := {An : n ∈ H} ⊆ ∞Lfα. Assume
G,H ⊆ ω−2 are distinct, say n ∈ H−G. Then An ∈ VG−VH by Lemma 4.3,
so VH and VG are distinct. This shows that there are at least continuum many
varieties generated by subclasses of ∞Lfα. �
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